
The challenges of moving to the Cloud

You have made the right decision by joining more than 30% of companies who have migrated 

their email to the Cloud. A readiness assessment of your email infrastructure, however, is just as 

important and frequently overlooked. All too often, proposals are made without performing a 

detailed analysis of the client’s situation. 

• Do you have a regulatory obligation to keep your email on servers located in Canada? 

• Can you export your anti-spam solution’s �lters to the Cloud?

• Have you considered a transition period with a hybrid infrastructure, where some users 

would have their email in the Cloud and the majority would remain on the local Exchange 

server? 

• Do you want to make your users’ lives easier by providing them a single user name and 

password in the Cloud and on the local network (Single Sign-On (SSO))?

These are just some of the points that should be included in a preliminary analysis before 

undertaking a Cloud migration. This will avoid post-migration problems such as the following:

• Losing your emails for 24 to 72 hours; 

• Di�culty synchronizing email with mobile devices; 

• Lost or corrupt archives; 

• Increased volume of spam.

Features 

• Bandwidth analysis

• Email server health status 
report

• Active Directory 
validation (SSO)

• User inbox analysis

Readiness assessment of your email
migration to the Cloud

Costs

Having successfully 

migrated over 100 000 

inboxes over the past 18 

months, Itergy is an expert at 

helping companies move 

their email to the Cloud. 

Three options are available 

to meet your needs, starting 

at only $499! Contact us for 

more details. 

Bene�ts

• No loss of email during 
migration!

• Complete synchronisa-
tion with Active 
Directory

• Replication of anti-spam 
strategies 



Itergy’s solution

Itergy is one of the only recommended Microsoft Premier partner in Canada for O�ce 365 deployment. Itergy owes this exceptional 

distinction to its outstanding technical team, who makes time to meet with you in order to de�ne your project accurately and discuss 

your priorities. Our specialists have successfully migrated over 100 000 inboxes over the past 18 months. Our approach is based on a 

proven and documented process that allows us to identify potential problems during the initial analysis phase—not in the middle of the 

migration! 

We understand how crucial your email infrastructure is to your business, which why we handle it by following the same procedure we 

used for our own Cloud migration! 

Our solution includes the following:  

• An in-person meeting on your premises with one of our experts;

• An audit (active monitoring) of your existing infrastructure;

• An in-depth analysis of your data following the audit; 

• Written recommendations after project completion.

Our process

Itergy will start by assigning an email migration expert to your project. This person will meet you on your premises to fully understand 

your situation. 

We use a high-quality software solution to audit your users’ network, hardware, and tools. Afterwards, a detailed analysis of the data 

collected is performed and a rating is assigned to the various elements of your infrastructure, such as: 

• Network: bandwidth, �rewall, gateway, anti-spam;

• User tools: email inboxes, types of mobile devices, Outlook version;

• Server health report: Exchange, Active Directory;

• Legal considerations: brief summary of your industry’s requirements;

• Final report: presentation and recommendations.

The �nal report clearly indicates the elements of your infrastructure that should be changed or adapted before the migration in order to 

avoid any potential problems. In addition, we recommend the solution best suited to your business needs, obligations and current 

infrastructure.  
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